
The sordid! behaViour. of today's iPharmacel1tic~1  cOlJXlrat.ions 
I has been further demonstrated by Dr John BrmthwlUte; now a 

Trade Practices Commissioner, in his devastltting eJlpo.se, 
Corporate Crime in the Pharmaceutical Industry 1(1984). 

International bribery and corruption, fraud in the testing of 
drugs, criminal negligence in the unsafe manufacture of drugs-
the pharmaceutical industry has a worse record of law-breaking 
than any other industry. 

Dest-Tibing many examples of corporate crime, which shows' the 
depth and seriousness of the crime problem in the pharmaceutical 
industry, Dr Braithwaite's revealing study is based on extensive 
international research, including interviews of 131 senior executives 
of pharmaceutical companies in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Australia, Mexico and Guatemala. 

The book shows how pharmaceutical m..ultipationals defy the 
intent of laws regulating safety of drugs by bribery, false advertis
ing, fraud in the safety testing of drugs, unsafe manufacturing 
processes, smuggling and international law evasion strategies. 

At the t.ime of researching the subject, Braithwaite was a research 
criminologi"st at the Australian Institute of Criminology and a 
Fulbright IFellow affiliated to the University of California, Itvine, 
and the United Nations Center on Transnational Corporations. 

Fraud in Drug Testing 
"Data fabrication is so widespread," s'ays Dr Braithwaite, "that it 

is called 'making' in the Japanese pharmaceutical industry, 'g",phit
ing' or 'dry labelling' in the United States." He further S.tates: 

Pharmaceutical companies face great temptati.ons to mislead 
health authorities about the safety 01 their products. It is a make 
or break industry-many companies get VIrtually all their profits 
from just two or three therapeutic winners. 

Most of the data that the Australian Drug Evaluation 
Committee relies upon in deciding questions of safety and effi
cacy is data from other countries, particularly the !.,.IS. Inquiries 
into scientific fraud in the US have shown there is a substantial 
problem of fraud in safety testing of drugs in the US, just as has 
been documented in Japan. ~Emphasis  aaded.p 

In his book Braithwaite cited forrrrer FDA Commissioner 
Goddard expressing his concerns over research dishonesty at a 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association Meeting in 1966: 

I h'ave been shocked at the materials that come in. In addition 
to the prpblem of quality, there is the problem of dishones~y in 
th'e investigational new arug usage. I will admit lthere are grey 
areas in tile IND situation, but the conscious withholding of 
unfavou.ra'ble animal clinical data is not a grey matter. The 
deliberate choice of clinical investigators known to be more 
concerned about industry friendships than in developing good 
data is not a grey matter. The planting in journals of articles 
that begin to commercialize what is stilf an Investigational new 
drug is not a grey matter area. These a.ctions'run counter to the 
law and, the efforts governing drug industry [sid] 
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Goddard's immediate successor at the FDA, Dr Ley, spoke before 
the US Senate hearings of a spot check that showed up the case of 
an assistant professor of medicine who had reputedly tested 24 
drugs for 9 different companies. "Patients who died while on clini
ca~  rr.ials were not reported! to the sponsor," 'an audit revealed. 
"Dead people were listed as subjects of testing. People reported lIS 
subjects of tes.ting were not in the h9spital at the time of tests. 
Patient consent forms bore dates indicating they were signed by the 
subjects after the subjects died.". 

Another audit IOQked at a commercial drug-testing finn that had 
apparently worked on 82 drugs and 28 'sponsors: 

Patients who died, left lbe hospital or ." .......,.
 <0 

dropped out of the study' were
 
replaced by other patients in the tests
 
Without notification in the re-co'rds.
 
Forty-one patients reported as partici

pating in studies were dead or not in
 
the Il'ospital during the studies_...
 
Record-keeping, supervision and
 
observation of patients in general were
 
grossly inadequate.'
 

Between 1977 and 1980 the FDA have 
discovered ,62 doctors who had submitted 
manipulated or downright falsified clinical 
data. A study conducted by the FDA has 
revealed that one in five doctors investi

~~:  h~  ~~~~  &~ldd~~~~  ~~n~e;  '~"':':";"<;:'  ;"'-:'>'<~  " 

the drug companies, and pocketed the 
fees.? 

Citing case examples, Dr Braithwaite states: 

The problem is that most fraud in clinical trials is unlikely to 
even be detected. Most cases which do come to public atten
tion only do so be.cause of extraordinary carelessness by the 
criminal physician...• 

According Ito Dr Judith Jones, Director of l!h.e Division of Drug 
Experience at the FDA, if the data obtained by a clinician proves 
unsatisfactory towards the drug being investigated, it is quite in 
order for the company to continue trials elsewhere until satisfactory 
re'sults. and testimonials are acmeved. Unfavourable results are very 
rarely published and clinicians are pressured into keeping quiet 
about such data.' 

It is very easy for the drug company to arrange appropriate clini
cal trials by approacmng a sympathetic clinician to produce the 

-- .=--...

desired results that would assist the intended application of the 
drug.' ° The incentive for clinical investigators to fabricate data is 
enormous. As much as $1;000 per subject is paid by A'merlcan 
companies, which enables some doctors to earn up to $1 mUllon 
a year from drug research,1I and investigating clinjcians know all 
too well that if they don't produce the desired data, the loss of future 
work is inevitable. 

University Scientists-The More Than Willing Pawns 
Braithwaite cited an FDA survey of safety testing violations that 

have shown that university laboratories had the worst record for vio
lations than all other laboratories' in the sur
vey.11 Braithwaite writes: 

~  ••~  

As one would predict from the foregoing 
discussion of how contract labs can be 
used by sponsors to abrogate responsibili
ty for quality research, contract fabs were 
found to have a worse record of GlP 
[Good laboratory Practices] viol ations 
than sponsor labs. The worst record of 
all, however, was with university labora
tories. One must be extremely cautious 
about this finding since there were only 
five university laboratories in the study. 
Nevertheless, it must undermine any auto
matic assumption that university 
researchers, with their supposed detach
ment from the profit motive, are unlikely 
to cut corners on research standards." 

."" ,'.•.• ; .... _.".".,.:,,: 

Inappropriate Clinical Trials 
iEven if data obtained from clinical trials is not falsified, it is of 

,little worth, because they are not performed appropriately. Trial_s 
involve relatively small numbers of people; so many harmful effects 
of a new drug appear only when it has been marketed and widel;y 
used. 

Furthermore, the SUbjects Jaking part in the trial usually do not 
represent those who will use the drug after its approval. Very yOWlg 
or elderly people, women of child-bearing age and people with liver 
or kidney disease are usually not ,included in clinical tnals, although 
such people may be given the drug after it is marketed. Also, opti
mal dosages for adults are calculated on the basis of what is most 
effective for an average-size adult. Many adults differ from thi.s 
average, 3lld about 45 per cent of ordinary adults are probably going 
to respond atypically to some classes of drugs.'· 

Drug Companies Concealing and Misrepresenting Dangerous 
Drug Effects 

Dr Braithwaite cited a number of cases wh~re  drug companie~  

concealed and misrepresented dangerous effects of drugs noted by 
their own investigators. Braithwaite writes: 

In 1959 Wallace and Tiernan put a new tranquilliser, 
Dornwa'l, on the market despite the strenuous dbjections of its 
own medical director. Other company ex~rts  warned that 
I!Jornwal could cause serious and possibly fatal blood damage. 
They were right. Wallace and Tiernan failed to send to the FDA 
reports of side-effects which induced nine cases of bone Imar
row disease and three deaths from using the drug Oohnson, 
1976)P"'... 

One could list a number of similar types of cases. Johnson 
and Johnson's subsidia~,  McNeil laboratories, was denounced 
by' the FDA for concealmg information on side-effects of Flexin 
which according to Johnson (1976) included the drug being 
associated with 15 deaths from lliver damage. Such more bla
tant cases are merely the tip of an iceberg of selective misin
formation. 

The most dramatic recent case has been the disclosures in the 
British Parliament 'and US Congress that Eli lilly and Co. knew 
of the dangers of Opren, an anti-arthritic drug associated with 
74 deaths in Britain alone, 15 months before die drug wa.s with
drawn (Sunday Times, 27 February 1983)... 

The problem is not restricted to Anglo-Saxon countries. In 
November 1982, a Japanese company, Nippon Chemiphar, 
admitted to presenting bogus data to the Japanese Government 
with its application to market a pain-killer and anti-inflamma

$. • ~ 
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ti,on drug under the brand name of iNorvedan. The company 
sl!lbmittea cooked up data to the Government in the name of Dr 
Harcio Sampei, chief of plastic surge~ at Nippon University. 
The good doctor had accepted 2.4 million Yen ,in cash from ttie 
company in return for permission Ito use his na-me. More dis
turbing are similar allegations on llnother Nippon Chemiphar
product. The company denies cooking data on this second 
product. But the worrying aspect of the second scandal is that a 
former company rese~rdier c1aim.s to have. submitted Cl: written 
report aUeglng fraud In drug testing by Nippon Chemlphar to 
the Japanese Realth and Welfare Ministry; Ministry officials, he 
alleges, chose to ignore the report Uapan Times, 23, 24, 25 
November 1982). [Emphasis added.p' 

In Whose Interests Are Drugs Testedl 
The testing procedures of drugs are primarily perfonned Ito ensure 

Pte approval and marketing of these substances; despite the fact they 
are usually uns,afe and ineffective. If drug companies were truly 
ethical and responsible, the vast majority of drugs would not have 
been allowed on the market in the first place; 

West Germany's prestigious weekly, Der Spiegel (24 June 1985), 
carried a most revea'ling article titled, "How The Pharmaceutical 
Industry Bought Bonn". The article, which featured on the front 
page and covered several pages, contributes to the real motives 
behind drug testing. In essence, the article could just as we.ll apply 
to the United States, Britain and mo-s1 other industrial nations. The 
following is a brief excerpt: 

As a rule, the drug companies didn't
 
pour millions into the coffers of the

political parties, [but gave money to
 
Individual I~liticians and public offi

cials selected among those that deter

mine the health policy. With the 'help

of congressmen in their employ, they
 
acquired uniquely favorable marketing

conditions that would insure them
 
durable profits. The pharmaceutical
 
industry, which is worth billions, has
 
boug~t up, as it were, the legislature,
 
as die uncovered documents reveal. ..
 

The approv.al of drugs should hence

forth depend on two conditions: evi.
 
dence of their 'efficacity' and of their
 
'innocuity', provided by chemo-physi

cal tests, animal experiments, and

clinical assays and opinions. [Emphasis added.]
 

Many of the politicians and public officials who contributed to 
the acceptance of these guidelines were named in the article, and the 
bribes they pocketed were itemised. 

Fraudulent Animal Testing 
The most blatantly fraudulent procedure of dru'g testing is the 

testing of these substances using animal models-a practice often 
tenned'vivisection'. To begin with, many of the most common or 
life-threatening side-effects cannot be predicted by animal tests. 
For ins1ance, anim.als cannot let the experimenter know if they are 
suffering from headache, amnesia, nausea, depression and other 
psychological _disturbances. Allergic reac.ti.ons, some blood disor
ders, skin Ilesions and many central nervous system effects are even 
more serious examples that cannot be demonstrated by animal mod
els.'I' 

According to one of the world's best known toxicologists, 
Professor Gerhardt Zbinden, from Zurich's Institute of Toxicology, 
"Mo-st adverse reactions that occur in man cannot be demonstrated, 
anticipated or avoided by the routine subacute and chronic toxicity 
experiment."" Professor Zbinden has shown that of the 45 most 
common adverse reactions only three may possibly be 'predicted, 
and of the remaining 42, "only in exceptional cases can they be pre
dicted from routine toxicologic tests",'· 

Species Differences 
Apart from the effects that cannot be demonstrated in animals, 

another very fundamental problem exists with testing substances 

using animals. Each individual species of animal has a unique 
genetic make-up. Any genetic differences predetermine masSIve 
variations in histology (sb1lcture, composition and function of tis
sues), biochemistry (chemistry of living organisms), morphology 
(Sb1lcture of organISms), physiology (function of living organisms), 
and other species characteristics. Because each animal species ,is 
different, substances that are tested on them for 'safety' and 'effec
tiveness' will have a different effect on each individual species. 
This has been amply demonstrated by Professor Pietro Croce, for
mer animal experimenter, and world-renowned author and medical 
researcher, in his revealing treatise, Vivisection or Science-A 
Choice to Make 19 (1991). 

Morphine sends cats into a frenzy of excitement, yet it calms and 
anaesthetises humans. The amount of opium that can be eaten with
out discomfort by the hedgehog would ke-ep the most hardened , 
addict happy_for a fortnight. Arsenic kills humans but is harmless to 
guinea-pIgs, chickens and monkeys. Chloroform, used successfully 
for decades in human surgery, is poisonous for dogs. Digitalis, 
which dangerously raises the blood Jpressure of dogs, is used to 
lower blood pressure for humans.- The list can be lengthened at 
will, but these few examples should be sufficient to demonstrate that 
there could not be a more umeliable test for new drugs than animal 
experimentation. 

There are five basic stages in which a drug has an effect when 
taken internally. These are: absorption into the bloodstream, distri
bution to the site of action, mechanism of action, metabolism, and 
excretion. Considering that people of differ~nt  sexes, ages, health 

and genetic make-up may react quite dif
ferently, it is obvious that other species 
often react very differently. Even a minor 
change, repeated at each stage, can accu
mulate, resulting in a major change of 
effect. One of the most important factors 
is the speed and pattern of metabolism, or 
the way in which a drug is broken down 
by the Ibody,>1 Scientific reports show that 
variation in drug metabolism between 
species is the rule ,rather tllan the excep
tlon.22.2:1 

Toxic drug effects not predicted by ani
mal testing may be seen m people if their 
metabolism is slower, with the potentially 
dangerous result from longer exposure. 
The anti-inflammatory drugs phenylbuta
zone and oxyphenbutazone, which have 
been responsible for an estimated 10,000 

deaths worldwide,l' takes 72 hours for people to metabolise. 
However, phenylbutazone is metabolised by rhesus monkeys, dogs, 
rats and rabbits in eight, six, six, and three hours, respectiveI,'>' 
Oxyphenbutazone takes only half an hour for dogs to metabolise. 

Another fundamental problem that make.s animal testing a flawed 
process concerns the etiology (cause) of the disease that the drug 
under test is supposed to treat. Because animals don't suffer the 
same diseases as humans, experimenters attempt to artificially re
create spontaneous human diseases (naturally occurring diseases 
that arise from within) in healthy animals, and then they use these 
'models' to attempt to determine the efficacy (effectiveness) of the 
drug in question. This is totally illogical because the artificially re
created animal disease can in no way approximate a naturally occur
ring human disease (nor of the same animaJI species for that matter). 
Once a disease is 're-created', it is artificial and is no longer the orig
inal, -naturil disease. Sometimes it is possible to re-create some of 
the symptoms of the disease but never the disease itself. The only 
exception is infectious disel\Ses, but ll!limals do not get human infec
tious diseases and we do not get theirs.I1

." 

As well as the routine subacute and chronic toxicity tests (which 
involve poisoning by a substance being taken in normal quantities 
over a lon~  period of time), drugs are also tested on animals for 
acute toxiCIty (poisoning, due to a large amount of substance taken 
in a short period of time) and teratogenicity (ability to cause foetal 
malfonnatlons). 

Fraudulent Acute Toxicity Tests 
The LD50 is an acute toxicity test designed to indicate the human 

lethal dose that results from accidental or intentional overdose. The 
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standard LD50 tests consist of forcing massive amounts of the test headline in The New York Times revealed: "Physical and Mental 
substance down the throats of a large number of animals to discover Disabilities in Newborns Doubled in 25 Years", Furthermore, it has 
at what dosage-level about 50 per cent of them will die. Even if the recently been uncovered that every year more thana Iquarter of a 
substance is not poisonoo.s to the animal, it will cause damaging million babies (l in 12) are born with birth defec.ls in the United 
effects by overpowering the animal's ability to cope wtth the sheer States.'" 
quantities.29 

Most1toxicologists and clinicians agree that these tests are s,cien Criticisms From Within 
tifical1y indefensible. Professor Zbinden writes: "For the recogni Because animal testing gives false and misleading data on, the 
tion of the symptomatology of acute poisoning in man, and for the 'safety' and 'efficacy' of dangerous drug sllbstances, many toxicolo
determination of the human lethal dose, the LD50 in animals is of gists and clinicians have expressed much criticism. To quore some 
very little value."" D. Lorke, from the Institute of Toxicology, of them: 
Bayer AG, Germany, states that "even if the LD50 could be mea
sured exactly and reproducibly, ,the knowledge of its precise numer Even when a dru~ has been subjected to a complete and ade
ical value would barely be of practical importance, because an quate pharmacologiC investigation on several species of animals 
extrapolation from the experimental animals to man is hardly possi and found to be relatively non-toxic, it lis frequently found that ,
ble."" such a drug may show unexpected toxic reactions in diseased 

Despite the fact that lhe these tests have no scientific validity, human beings. This has been kn'own al'most since the birth of 
they are 'Used as a crude index of acute toxicity, demanded by gov scientific pharmacology, J7 

ernment regulations. According to one of Botain's largest contract (Dr E. Marshall, 1932, Baltimore.) 
laboratories, Huntingd?n Research Centre, ..ApP!oximately 90 per 
cent of LD50 tests whIch are performed by Ibis Contract Research ...most experts considered the modern toxicological ro'Uti.ne 
Centre, and probably Iby others also, are purely to obtain a value for procedure a wasteful. endeavour in which scientific inventive
various legislative needs."n ne'ss and common sense have been replaced by a thoughtless 

completion of standard protocols," 
Fraudulent Teratogenic Tests (Professor G. Zbinden, World Health Organisation toxicologist.) 

Supposedly to safeguard pregnant women from the exposure of Normally, animal experiments not only fail to contribute to the
pote~tially  lteratogenic. drugs, these sU,bstanees are rested on various safety of medications, but they even have the oppo'site effect." 
SpecIes of pregnant artunals before bemg marketed. However, these (Professor Kurt Fickentscher, 1980, of the 
~~~r~r;h~e ~~;~f~sinbhi~a:~k~sT~~ ~j:~':,!,,,,,!.,,,~;;;'~2~;:&'!'~'~:;c~-;:;~~'~'::'~:;:~'8:·~;"~'~~:c;.~: •.~.~~.$~;~' ~~;l'~'''''~'':'~';~~"':~:;'''~:{Y~.;;,,~:.;~.::,~, ;~;"~I< Pharmacological Institute of the University of 

Bonn, Germany.) Cruel Deception (1988): 

In Rregn~nt animals, differen~  in Ithe~!.,:~\.: ..eV~.e.·"<:"·:::".::::::.-::·:·ea.,::..·':'.r~;in.:.~.:"'o,;,'.e.. '.;:.t1ian.':~:a.··:~.V~ Animal Testing G.ives Hi~ts, l~i.cati~n~l
p~yslolo,glcal structure, function and JI..'%.':'.~i;F:~$i,,::,.tr;."?Y.';i;j~>:liiV~:,L""L.:;'';.::;:.,:"";,::,~.~:  In s~rt  of,anlffialres~mg,vlvlsectIOmsts 
blochemlstrx of the pla.centa aggra,vate :l'quarter~;()f.ai:mUIi()n'DabiesZ sar "We do." t expect fJ?al a~swer.s  ~m  

~~~r~~i~~I,  ~ii~e,rb~~~~  I;~d:~~~~t~~~  ~;1)l.1:'~i.h.'.~"r2"  a.:.;r.;~>.b.. .. '.(j.~.·.':fi.·..;;W.>~~i..~lfi~,~.f.~ ~~~,alw~i~~~~~~~~:~~~u:~ ~:~~~~di~a~ 

;~i;~bi~~~~~~fo~Sni~~I:bl:~? ;~~i~G:,d.~!.e~i~lin~th-~:tfn.it~a~ll  ~=~~:  dP:f~~~;  ~~o  Ic:r~~~;l~~ermake 
.. . ~jj}W~~¥:t~~*'~t;~MfS~'t;':a';"'t··"e;':"'s·:>it~W~\l@@i.J~:'!M@But";"hat'san,  indication? A~  appr?xl-

Th~  meffectIveness of the teratogenIc ~¥%i~~~~,y;~t  ... '~h f~N~!';WM'h~}'f:~l:'fj mate Information, merely orientatlvE;. 
tests IS deJ.1lonstrated bb the f~ct 'th!lt the 3M;\i~t~~f'~.-;:~BMf~,~tt~;~i:m;;;:f.:!~t:;~W%jW;V;f'4  And ,as the compas~  card ~hows,.  an .on

~~I~o~~~~~~~~~S~~~gia~~I~d~~:~ef~~ ~~1¥:IT~~~'1~~~iil~~~1'[:~,li~,~1l,%~'~;[::1i,if1~tirf ~ft~hi~h c~h~~I~t~~/hoen;~g~~ ~r:~o~f 

morning sick;pess that caused over 10,000 __ . the many ,wrong directions. And ap ani-
grotesque birth deformities) proved very difficult to duplicate on ,.., mal exp~nment C?n!y very rarely FJ?lnts Ito 
apimals, despite being tested on a large range of species. Wri~ng in ,the nght direction, .and when It does, It IS due to <:omCl~ence,  

his book, Drugs as TeraJogeflS, J. L. Schardein comments: an~ at any rate ve~lfiable only ~ft~r  the fa~.  Experimenting on 
animals to do medical research IS like plaYing roulette." 

In approximately 10 strains of rats, 115 strains of mice, 11 How Should Drugs Be Tested?breeds of rabbit, two breeds of ,dogs, three strains of hamsters,
 
eight species of primates and in other such varied species as
 Vivisectionists would have the public believe that animal testing 
cats, armadillos, guinea pigs, swine and ferrets in wh'ich thalido is all essential part of drug testing and evaluation, and that these 
mide has been tested, teratogenic effects have been induced tests cannot be dispensed with. This is also nonsense, as true scien
only occasionally." tific methods that are accurate and reliable are available and in cur

rent use. 
Further, medical historian, Hans Ruesch points out in his book, Drug testing and eValuation should include: the use of human tis

Slaughter ofthe !fIlU)cenJ (1991): sues, cells and organs (in vitro cultures);" chromatography and mass 
spectrometry (which separate drug substances at their molecular 
level to identify their properties);" quantum pharmacology (using Only when the white New Zealand rabbit was tested, a few 
quantJJm mechanics to understand the molecular structure of che.l)'limalformed rabbit b;ibjes were obtained, and subsequently also 
cals);" properly carried-out human clinical trials;" and thorough some malformed monkeys-after years of tests [where 
reporting of drug side-effects by po$t-market surveillance." Theresearchers were constant'[y increasing the doses that we_re
 

force-fed], hundreds of different strains and millions of animals
 Ames test used in conjunction WIth in vitro tests is very effective in 
used. But researchers immediately pointed out that malforma determining teratogenic and carcinogenic (cancer-causing) proper

tions, like'cancer, could be obtained by administration of practi ties of substances."
 
cally a,ny substance in high concentration, including sugar and
 
salt, which will eventually upset the organism, causing trouble." Why Do Drug Companies Use Animal Testsl
 

Although the previously methods have a demonstrated proven 
Birth Deformities on the Increase worth, drug companies still insist on \Ising misleading animal tests, 

As a result of the thalidomide tragedy, there has been a massive because they argue that government regulations demand them. But 
increase in the use of test animals but this has failed to prevent fur why would they? 
ther d'eformities, On the contrary, the malformations have Bearing in mind the drug companies' criminal reputation in fraqd
increased, and more than twenty years later, on 19 July 1983, a ulent drug testing and other illegal activities, with the collaboration 

of corrupt government and medical officials (aJ; demou,S-'Dlted by 
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Ruesch and Braithwaite, among others), the following analysis by 
Hans Ruesch comes as no surprise: 

It is not only scandalous but also tragic that the Drug Trust is 
,permitted to flood the market with its products on the grounds 
that ithey have been thorough'ly tested for effectiveness a_nd 
safety on animals, and that the Health Authorities,_mea'1i~the 
Government, abet fhis deception, which is nothing but con
firmed fraud. For both sides are well aware that animal tests 
are lfilllacious and merely serve as an alibi-an insurance 
agains_t the day when,if is no longer possible to conceal the dis
astrous side effects of a drug. Then they can say that 'all the 
required ,tests have been made''=-1hat they have obeyed the 
Law. 

But they don't say that they themselves have imposed those 
laws, because the Lawmaker has no choice in all medical ques
tions but to submit to the dictates of the 'medical experts'. And 
who are they? Age[lts of the Chemo-Medical Syndicate, whose 
links to the Healih Authorities are so clQse that they usually 
overlap. So they, and no one else, imr.art binding orders to tbat 
mysterious and omnipotenr individua, identified anonymously 
as 'The Lawmaker'. [Emphasis_ added.]"' 

To back his conclusions, Ha,ns Ruesch has assembled massive 
damning evidence against the perpetrators of the phoney drug-test
ing fraud. This has beep well-documented in his book Slaughter of 
the lrvuxent, and its sequel, Naked Empress or The Great Medical 
Fraud (1992). The oocumentary film, Hidden Crimes'· (1986), 
which is based on Hans Ruesch's books and 
is produced by Javier Burgos, gives a visual 
account of the vivisection fraud. 

Ruesch cited a criminal trial involving 
Ohemie Grunenthal, the German manufac
turer Qf thalidomide. They were incriminat
ed for having marketed a harmful drug. 
Writes Ruesch: 

In December 1970, the longest crimi
nal trial in Germany's judicial' history
two and a half years, 283 days in 
court-ended With the acquittal of 
Chemie Grunenthal, after a long line of 
medical authorities had testified that 
the generally accepted animal tests 
coulCJ never be conclusive for human 
beings. This was unprecedented, for the 
tes.tiruonies came from an impressive array of individuals whose 
careers and reputations were practically built on animal experi
mentation ..." 

Ano_ther example to illustrate the above point: Ruesch cites the 
case of Opren (the arthritiJ! drug responsible for a number of 
de-aths), as reported in the 12 February 1983 issue of Britain's 
Economisl: 

The ILabour member of parliament, Mr Jack Ashley, is cam
paigning against the refu~~1  of Eli Lilly [d~g. com~a!1t! to pay 
compensation to the families of Opren's Victims. Ell Illy says 
that it complied with all pre-marketing testing requirements 
and cannot therefore be heM liable througn negligence. 
[Emphasis added.]" 

Doctors Agree: Vivisection is Scientific Fraud 
'Fhe following statements from doctors, not bound to commercial 

interests, contribute to the real motives behind the' vivisectionists' 
methods of drug testing: 

Results from animal tests are not transferable between species, 
and,therefore cannot guarantee product safety for humans... In 
reality these tests do not proVide protection for consumers from 
unsafe products but rather are used to pmtect corporations from 
Ilegalliability." 

(Dr Herhert Gundersheimer, 1988, Baltimore, Maryland.) 

Toxicologists are...pursuing an illusion of safety :using animals 
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to fulfil political and legal obligations. As if to confirm our sus
picions, some drugs are marketed and cI inical procedures 
undertaken despite 'failing' animal tes.ts! 
Bu~ i,f animal tests are sometimes ignored, they can also be 

used to imply cel'@in ~dvantages of a company's new product 
over existing drugs... 

On the other hand, the fact that animal tests are misle:adin-g 
can form the basis of a company's defence against claims about 
one of its products... 

Sol if animal experiments are misleading, they are at. least 
fleXible: they can be deemed inapplicabre when necessary, 
ignored when convenient and used to imply ,important advan
tages over competing products. [Emphasis added.]" 

(Dr Robert Sharpe, inJ'he CrueLDeception, 1988.) 

Another basic problem which we share as a result of the regu- r 

lations and the things that prompted them is an unscientific pre
occupation with animal studies. Animal studies are done for 
legal reasons and not for scientific reasons. The predictive 
value of such studies for man is often meaningless-=-which 
means our research may be meaningless." . 
(Dr James Gallagher, 1964, Dir~tor  of Medical Research, Lederle 

. Laboratories, US.) 

There are many ways of Eroducing 'irrefutable' facts in support 
of any argument, usmg different kinds of animals: one just Ihas 
to choose the right one. For example: 

Do we want to show that Amanita phaltoides is an excellent 
edible toadstool? Then we have only to 
feed it to the rabbit... 

Do we want to discourage people from 
eating parsley? Let us give it to the par
rot, which will probabry be found lying 
stone-dead ulnder its perch the next 
morning. 

Should we wish to rule out penicillin 
as a therapeutic drug; we have on1r to 
give it to the guinea-pig which wil be 
aead in a couple of days.... 

If we wish to convince the consumers 
of tinned food that botuJin p.oison is 
harmless, let us give it tg the cat and it 
will lick its lips. Let us give it instead to 
the cat's traditional prey, the mouse, and 
it will die as if struck by lightning.... 

If we need to show that Vitamin C is 
useless, we withhold it from the diet of the most readily avail
able animal: the dog, the rat, the mouse, the hamster... they 
will continue to thrive because their bodies produce Vitamin C 
of their own accord. But let us not eliminate it from the diet of 
guinea-pigs, primates or humans, or they will die of scurvy... 

To sum up, one has only to know how to choose the proper 
animal species to obtain the desired results... This is a Iiind of 
science Which one can knead like dough. The trouble comes in 
Pelieving that with dough one can prOduce Ihealth for human 
beings. [Emphasis addedI,J" 

(Professor Pietro Croce in Vivisection or Science--A Choice to 
Make, 1991. From 1952 to 1982 Croce was head of the laboratory 
of microbiological, pathological anatomy and chemical analysis at 

the Research Hospital L. Sacco of Milan, Italy.) 

Relying on animal tests means that new pro-ducts which are 
thought to be safe are mass-marketed far too quickly and are 
prescribed by general practitioners and hospital doctors for 
thousands or even millions of patients without ever being prop
erly assessed. It is hardly surprising that when problems 
occur-as they do all too frequently these days-tney OCQJr on 
a massive scale. Animal exp-eril'flents allow drug companies to 
mass-market new drugs without testing them to see if 'they ,are 
safe and they encourage complacency among prescribing doc
tors who are not as alert for side-effects as ,they shoUld be 
because they Ihave been told that the drugs they are prescribing 
are safe. 

The consequence of our reliance on animal testing is that new 
and untried drugs and procedures are being tested on vast num-

Continued on page 63 
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bers of people simply ,so that those mak
ing th.ose drugs or pieces of equipment 
can make massive profits as quicKly as 
possible." 

(Dr Vemun Coleman, 1991, a.uJbor of 3! 
number of books on health and medicine, 

UK.) 
The great majority of ~rinatal  toxico

logicaf studies seem to be intended to 
convey medico-Iegaliprotection to the 
pharmaceutical houses and political pro
tection to the official regulatory bodies, 
rather ,than produce in10rmation that 
might be of value in human 
therapeuti~."  

(Professor O. Hawkins,.19~3,  Prof. of 
Obs.tetric Therapeutics at the Institute of 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology, and Consultant 
Obstetrician and Gynaecologist at 

Hammersmith Hospital, UK.) 

The extensiv,e animall reproduction 
stud.ies to which all new drugs are now 
sublected are more in the nature of a 
publi c relations exercise than a serious 
contribution to drug safety... The illogi
cality of the situation is demonstrated oy 
the continued use of well-established 
drugs which are known to be teratogenic 
in some mammalian species (e.~.  

aspirin, penicillin/streptomycin, cortI
sone). C.onversely a ,new drug which 
comes thrQugh its animal reproductive 

studies with flying colours may neverthe
less be teratogenic ,in manY 

(Professor R.W. Smithells, 1980, Prof. of 
Paediatrics and Child Health at the 

University of Leeds and a fOnfler member of 
tl1e Committee on Safety of Medicines.) 

The virtue of animal model systems to 
those in Ihot pursuit of the federal dollars 
is that they can be used to prove any
thing-no miltter how foolish, or false, 
or cfangerous this Imight be. There is 
such a wide variation in the results of 
animal model systems that there is 
always some system which willi 'prove' a 
point. Fraudulent methods of argument 
'never die and! rarely fade away. They 
are too useful to promoters..... 

('Dr Irwin Bross, 1982, former r:>irector of 
the largest cancer research institute in the 
world, the Sloan-Kettering Institute, then 
r:>irector .of Biostatics, Roswell Memorial 

Institute, Buffalo, NY.) 

The richest earnin~s occur when a new 
variety of a drufg IS marketed before 
competing drugs can be discovered. 
Under this system it is impracticable to 
do tests extending over a long period to 
establish the range of usefulness and 
potential dangers trom toxicity... Thus 
after extensive laboratory tests on toxici
ty and pharmacological properties, but 
sometimes with a minimum of clinical 
tri!.lJ, a drug may be marketed." 

(Dr William Be!!ll, 1957, of the Iowa State 
University in his testimony to the Kefauver 

Committee.) 

Conclusion on Orug Testing 
The inescapable conclusion is that drug 

companies choose animal testl! over sci~tif
ic methods because of the ILtter unreliability 
of animal tests. Because each animal 
species is unique in its physiological, bio
chemical, histological, morphological and 
other characteristic£, and consequently 
reacts differently to substances, drug compa- . 
nies can produce results favourable to their 
interests by simply choosing the appropriate 
species. 

If their product is harmless, fme, money 
rolls in. If it's harmful, no problem, accusa
tions are disposed of on the grounds that it 
was tested and found to be '''".ate' on animals. 

If drugs were tested properly lusing true 
scientific methods, the vast majority of them 
would not be allowed onto the market 
because their harmfulness and ineffective
ness would be all too apparent. The con
stant stream of new drugs would slow to a 
trickle and! within a few years most drug 
companies would go bankrupt 

Drugs Are Poisons 
The problem is Ith3!t virtually all drugs are 

toxic to some degree, and as Eli Lilly once 
said, "a dru without side-effects is no drug 
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at all."'" No drug can: be pinpointed to affect 
oaly the organ it is desIgned to treat, and 
mo;;t drugs have broad effects and some 
affect virtually ev-ery organ system ,in the 
body." 

Drugs are toxjc because they are generally 
composed of artificial chemical cpmpounds 
that have been ;;}'llthesised in the laborato
ry.61 'In the past, before drugs became big 
business, nearly all medicines were com
posed of natural plant-derived ingredients 
that were far safer than today'~  drugs. 
Unfortunately, the drug companies today 
choose to chemically synthesise the ingredi
ents instead, becaUse they are cheaper to 
produce and can be patented, giving the 
companies monopoly rights on their ;;aJes.1Il 

For some insight into the toxic nature of 
the nex t drug your doctor tries to prescribe 
for you, ,the authors recoifi.Illi;n<! that you ask 
him or her to look up the drug for you in 
their <copy of MIMS Annual or MIMS (bi
monthly)." These books, Which doctors 
have at their dispos.al, give disturbing details 
on the toxic effects of individual Qrugs. ¥ ou 
will discover that your doctor would more 
than likely be reluctant, because he or she 
knows that aften seeing the details for your
self you would most probably refuse the 
drug. However, be warned: the information 
in MIMS is only what the drug companies 

supply and is not a true account of bow dan
geroUs these chemical sub.~.tances  really are. 

How Many Drugs Do We Need? 
Already over 30 years ago, 'Dr Walter 

Modell of Cornell University's Medical 
College, whom Time had descfibed as "one 
of America's foremost drug experts", wrote 
inClinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics: 

Wnen will tney realize tnat tnere are 
too many drugs.? No fewer ,tnan 150,000 
preparations are now in use. About 
15,000 new mixtures and dosages nit the 
market eacn year, wnile about 12,000 
die off... We simply don't nave enougn 
diseases t.Q go around. At tne moment 
tne most nerpful contribution is tne new 
drug to counteract tne untoward effects 
of otner new drugs.'" 
Since 1961, the number of drug prepara

tions marketed worldwide has increased to 
205,000 with a proportional rise in new mal
adies. 

Further, Ruesch reveals: 
In 1980, tne G.eneva-based World 

Healtn Organisation (WHO) publisned a 
list of 240 drugs tnat were considered 
"essential" or sufficient for Tnird World 
needs. Since tne Tnird World's nealtn 
nas been touted as being very much in 
needl of Western nelp, tne 240 drugs 
snould more tnan suffice for Western 
populations as well. 

Considering WHO's report, how come 
nave an estimated 205,000 drugs and 
combinations tnereof [been produced
,most of wnicn nave long since been 
witndrawnL 

On 14 October 19811 tne Swiss weekly 
We/rwoche reported tnat UNIDO 
I(Unitedr Nations lndustrial Development 
Organisation) nad set up in collaboration 
with WHO a list of merely 26 drugs tnat 
were considered indispensable for tne 
Third World... 

The UNIOO report empnasized tnat of . 
the 26 "indispensables", 9 snould nave 
sp-ecial priority. 

And wnicn drug topped tne list of tnese 
9 tnat were conSidered even more indis
pensable tnan all the otner indispens
ables? Acetylsalicylic acid, meMling our 
g<md old Aspirin, wnicn was discovered 
almost 100 years ago and lias [proved 
itself less narmful tnan most otner drugs. 
Pemaps because itis 'one of tne few slill 
in use today,tnat nad not been devel
oped Iby animal tests? 

Some people Itnink tnat even the list of 
9 more indIspensable tnan otners is too 
long." 

Some Fraudulently Tested Drugs That 
Injured and Killed 
Paracetamol (painkiller~1,500  people nad 
to be nospitallsed in Great Britain in 1971. 
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Orabilex-caused kidney damages with 
fatal outcome. 
MEL/29 (anti-hypertensivel-caused 
cataracts. 
Methaqualone (hypnotic~caused  severe 
psychic disturbances leading to at least 366 
deaths, mainly through murner or suicide. 
Thalidomide {tranquilliser~used  10\000 
malformed children. 
Isoproterenol l{asthma)-caused 3,500 
deaths in the 'sixties. 
Sti Iboestrol (prostate cancerl.-<aus.ed can
cer in young women. 
Trilergan (anti-allergicl-caused viral 
hepatitiS. 
Flamamil (rheumatisml-caus'ed loss of 
consciousness. 
Eraldin (heart medicationHaused s-evere 
eye and digesNve tract dam-age, and many 
deaths. 
Phenformin (diabetes)-causedi 1,000 
deaths annually ,until withdrawn. 
Atro:midl S (cholesterol)~caused deaths 
froml cancer, liver, gall bladder and intesti
nal disease. 
Valium (tranquilliser)-addictive in moder
ate doses. 
Preludin & Maxiton (diet pillsl-caused 
serious damage to the heart and the nervous 
system. 
Nembutal (insomnial-<aused insomnia. 
Pronap & Plaxin (tranquillisers)-killed 
many babies. 
Phenac.eti n (pai nki lIer)~caused  severe 

damages to kidneys and Ired blood corpus
cles. 
Amydopyrine (painkillerl-caused blood 
disease. 
Marline (nauseaHamaged children. 
Reserpine (anti-hypertensive)-increased 
risks of cancer of the brain, pancreas, 
luterus, ovaries, skin and women's breasts. 
Methotrexate (Ieukaemial.-<aused intesti
nal ha.emorrhage, severe anaemia and 
Itumours. 
Urethane (Ieukaemial-caused cancer of 
liver, lungs and bone marrow. 
Mitotane (leukaemiaHaused kidney dam
age. 
Cyclophosphamide (cancerl-<aused liver 
and lung damage. 
Isoniazid (tuberculosis)-caused liver 
destruction. 
Kanamycin (tuberculosisl-<aused deafness 
and kidney destruction. 
Chloromycetin (typhoidl-caused 
leukaemia, cardiovascular collapse and 
death. 
Phenolphthalein (Iaxativel=-caused kidney 
damage, delirium and death. 
Clioquinol (diarrhoeakaused blindness, 
paralysis and death. 
DES (prevent rriiscarriagel-caused birth 
defects and cancer. 
Debendox (nauseaHaused birth defects. 
Accutane (acne~used  birth defects. 
Kanamycin (tuberculosiSHaused deafness 
and kidney destruction. 

The preceding list, taken from 
Vivisection: Science or Shamlfl (by Dr Roy 
Kupsinel, ~  990), and Nalu!d Empress," is 
jus_t a very small sample of a far greater 
number of therapeutic disasters that have 
taken place. 

In fact, the therapeutic disasters, steadi
lyon the increase t.oday, did not exis~  

before the imposition of the safety-tests 
done on animals. They are a direct 
result of widespread animal experimen
tation." 
(Hans Ruesch in Nalu!d Empress, 1992.). 

Vivisection-The Distorted ISSlIe 
The issue of animal experimentation has 

been a very contentious one for wen oVe( a 
century-since the time the French physiol
ogist Claude Bernard (1813"1878l founded 
the modem vivisectionist method. 

Defenders of animal experimentat.iQn, 
through their aggressive campaigns with the 
help of the industry-beholden media, have 
largely succeeded in convincing the public 
that vivisection is responsible for any med
ical progress and that the only possible 
objection is solely based on animal welfare. 

On the contrary, medical historians such 
as Hans Ruesch,'" Dr Beddow Bayly," Dr 
Robert Sharpe11 and Dr Brandon Reines,73 to 

Continued on page 66 
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name a few, have repeatedly delIlOnstrated 
that important discoveries were made 
through human clinical research, observa
tions of patients and human autopsies 
among other human-based research method
ologies, and that vivisectionists have distort
ed medical history in their favour. Animal 
experimentation has served primarily to 
'prove' in animals what had already been 
demonstrated in people. 

Also, contrary to what the proponents of 
vivisection would have the {'ubhc believe, 
the stongest objection to vivisection has 
been from the medical and scientific com
munity. The book, 1000 Doctors (and many 
more) Against Vivisection 14 (989), by Hans 
Ruesch, highlights ~ fact. 1000 Doctors 
is a compilation of an impressive collection 
of anti-vivisection Istatements made by doc
tors and scientists from around the world. 
The professionall verdicts that start as far 
back as 1824, are a reminder of the fact that 
there have always been members of the s'Ci
entific and medical profession strongly 
opp.osed to vivisection on scientific and 
medical grounds. 

With today's medical research being heav
ily based OI1! fraudulent animal experimenta
tion, is it any wonder that diseases remain 
upcured land are on the increase: diseases 
such as cancer, diabetes, heart disease, birth 
defects, arthritis, muscular dystrophy, 
leukaemia, all kinds of mental disease, 
Alzheimer's, and. the latest tragedy, AIDS. 00 
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